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Not just a game
~deo gaine course at
UCF is more than just
lines of code -SEE NEWS,A2

Knights sweep road series against
the Golden Eagles -sEEsPoR1s,A12
Only on
UCFnews.com

Kilbride announces cabinet
Support positions yet to be determined
ASHLEY CARN IFAX

•

Online News Editor

On Monday:
':I,

' \ : ),

Student Government
Association
Presidentelect Michael Kilbride
announced several of his
cabinet members Friday
afternoon, including division directors, co171ptroller,
chief of staft: attorney gen-

Zombie's and humans
battle fur control of
UCF during event ·
by Sara Jones
Find out whether the
, humans survived in the
second-ever Zombies vs.
Humans event.on campus
Sunday evening.

I

eral and chief infomJ,ation
officer.
Interviews for coordinators and specialists have
_not yet been conducted.
Those students will be
announced at a later time,
said Matthew Smith, internal public relations coordinator and next year's director of communications.

•

Whatdoyou
think of his picks?
www.UCFNews.com

While eight of the nine
announced positions are
current SGA members,
only one of the students,
Adam Brock, director of
PLEASE SEE

NEW ON A3

2010-2011 CABINET POSITIONS
Chief of Staff
Joey Femia

Director of Communications

Comptroller

Director of Student Advocacy

Seth Halperin

LaToya Jackson

Attorney General

Director of Knight Drive

Nicholas Gurney

Adam Brock

Chief Information Officer

Shane Chism

Director of Governmental
Affairs

DirectorofCarnpuslife

Marla Spector

Amanda Newby

Knights with
talent fight
_for the prize .

On Wed~esday:

President-elect takes
over after Passing of
the Gavel ceremony

. by Jeffrey Riley
Michael Kilbride and Taylor
lochrane will take over the,
SGA president and vice ·
presi~ent positions,
respectively, in the annual
Passing ofthe Gavel
ceremony Tuesday.

•

reaches for
rarefied air

•
Also; check out
UCFNews.com and
follow us on Twitter for
more Web-exclusive
updates and breaking
news stories,aswell as
photo galleries and
other multimedia.
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AROUND CAMPUS, A2

THE HISTORY AND
FUTURE OF BASEBALL
AND RACE RELATIONS
Richard Crepeau,a professor of
history, presents''The Negro
Leagues: What Have We Learned
and Where Do We Go From Here?"
The event is part of an exhibit on
race and baseball in the Library.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

lAKELAND CAR
DEALER SERVES TWO
YEARS FOR FRAUD
Aman who owned two auto
dealerships in Lakeland has begun
a two-year prison sentence for
defrauding customers.Michael
Holley wasaccused of fraud for not
._ paying off balances on trade-ins.

TENANT OF KILLED
NSU PROFESSOR
ARRESTED
Police in Plantation havearrested
the tenant of a-murdered Nova
Southeastern professor. Randy
Tundidor Sr. YfiiS booked Friday on
charges of murder, kidnapping,
robbery, homeinvasion and arson.
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Contributing Writer

phone.Justtextthe keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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Wmner will receive $5,000
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Matthew Smith

TODAY'S .
WEATHER

_

- ~

.Opponents have been sounding the alarm
~-~ andgr9a¢ngforkl!Pal after fa~ing,tl).~ Dogs ",-':ofWar, one of UCF's · Ultimate Frisbee- ·
, teatns.
.·
With a 19-3 record an'! a.J.1fe~anc~s in ·.ive
tournaments, the team 1S making history for
the clu~ this year with its victories.
At a recent tournament - the College
Southerns - hosted by Georgia Southern
University, the Dogs of War went 8-0. It
was a first tournament win for the club.
''We attend eight tournaments a year,
with 30-plus· teams at each tournament,
so winning a tournament isn't something
every team gets to do," said Brandon
Geick, the president of the club and senior sports and. fitness, and interdisciplinary studies major. "The team played to
the best of its ability that weekend, and
our results proved it"
For team member Taylor Armstrong, a
freshman criminal justice major, College
• Southerns was an opportunity to settle a
rivalry with Florida State University.
"FSU beat us for the first time ever in
the history ofUCF IBtimate in the previous tournament, so we had quite the

On April 16, one talented UCF student will
walk away with a $5,000 scholarship and the
title ofUCF's 2010 Talented Knight.
Already in its fourth year, the show is produced by students of the Rosen College of
Hospitality Management.
Students who registered to showcase their
talent will audition on April 15 for a panel of
judges who will decide who goes on to perform on April 16 for the winning title.
.... - Seventy-f'xve"Rosen'College -students·care
producing the show as part of their event
design and production class instructed by
Rosen College adjunct professor, Susan Lee.
Lee has been in the event and entertainment production business for more than io
years and has produced the past three Talented Knights events.
'
She is also the CEO of STLEO LLC digital
agency, one of the leading sponsors of the
event along with the UCFArena ·and Orlando

incentive to beat them," he said
In January, the Dogs of War attended
the nation's largest IBtimate Frisbee competition mLas Vegas, called '!rouble in
Vegas. The tournament was open to more
than 100 IBtimate Frisbee college teams
from across the country.
However, the three-day competition
was cut short because ofexcessive rain, so.
no winners were declared.
"[Trouble in Vegas] gives teams a
chance to play against schools they would
have never played against had they not
gone to Vegas:' Geick said ·~ an example, we played both Vermont and New
Mexico, two .schools we would have
never seen during our season without the
Vegas tournament"
• PLEASE SEE

DEDICATION ON AH

PLEASE SEE

ROSEN ON A10

AMY SIMPSON / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students set off on their mile-long walk from the Reflecting Pond
to Memory Mall and back Thursday as part of a TOMS Shoes event

Students walk mile
·in no one's shoes ~~,
to raise awarene~·f-'
AMY SIMPSON
·StaffWriter

More than 100 students participated in the
TOMS One Day Without Shoes event on Thursday, trekking around the UCF campus barefoot
fora cause.
The students gathered by the Reflecting Pond
from noon to 5 p.m. to decorate shirts, paint their
feet and then walk one mile barefoot
The event raised
,
awareness of chil· For more photos
dren who cannot ~ ofthewalr,goto
afford shoes and suf- ~ www.UCFNews.axn
fer from health complications because

ofit

.

Health complications that can arise from the
lack of foot hygiene are preventable, and it's
TOMS Shoes' goal to provide shoes for the clill_dren at risk through its One for One movement
PLEASESEE

WALKERS ON A7

A2

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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News and notices for
the UCF comnumity

Influence across the spectrum
The Multicultural Student Center is hosting an
event in honor and recognition of the contribution
of influential lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and
ally figures throughout
history.
The event is today .in
the Egmont Key Room of
the Student Union from
noon until 1 p.m.
Call 407-823-0401 for
more informatioIL
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The Centro/ F/orlda Future is the independent, <tudentwrttten newspaper at the University of c:.ntral Ronda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessanlythose ofthe editorial staff
or the Univee;ity administration. All rontent ~ property
of the Centro/Rorlda Future and may not be "'l)lini.d in
part or in whole without pennlssion from the publishe!.
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Baseball and race, the future

407-447-4558

- :t

Richard Crepeau, a
professor of history, presents "The Negro Leagues:
What Have We Learned
and Where Do We Go
From Here?"
The event is part of a
series of programs related
to the African-American
Baseball
Experience
exhibit in the
UCF
Library.
.
Th.e event is in the
Library Room 223 today
from noon until 1:30 p.m.

Editor-in-Chief

j V

main

Home baseball vs. Stetson
The UCF baseball team
takes on Stetson on Tuesday at7p.m.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Lakeland car dealer set to
serv~ two years for fraud
BARTOW - A man
who owned two auto dealerships in Lakeland has
begun a two-year prison
sentence for defrauding
customers.
Michael Holley said a
bad economy and mounting debt encouraged him
to make bad choices.
Holley pleaded no contest to 10 counts of grand
theft.
He was accused of
defrauding customers by
accepting their trade-ins,
then not paying off the balance owed on the vehicles.

Tenant of murdered Nova
Southeastern prof. arrested
PLANTATION
Police in Plantation have
arrested the tenant of a
murdered Nova Southeastern professor.
Randy Tundidor Sr.
was booked· Friday on
charges of murder, kidnapping, robbery, home invasion and arsoIL
His son, Randy Jr., was
earlier questioned as. a
"person of interest" and
ax:rested for violating pro'
batioIL

Jeffrey Riley x213
CFF.editvr@gmailcom

News: Production Editor
Peter Telep,an instructor of the video game dass, right, relates video game characters to myriad subjects, in duding Star Wal!' Luke Skywalker.
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News: Assignments Editor
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Justine Griffin x213
News.CFF@gmailcom
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Online News Editor
Ashley Camifax x213
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Video game class prompts students to explore storytelling

Opinions- Editor
Jerriann-Sullivan x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailmm

EMRE·KELLY

•

Sports Editors

Photo Editor

After nearly a full semester of Honors .Video
Gaming 360, students in the class are sure to
never look at video games the same way agaiIL
"Because the prefix was DIG, I thought it
would have had a heavy focus upon the design,
but it's been more about an analysis of video
games," said Kate Moench, a senior film major.
The course focuses on the analysis of games
from a digital media standpoint and from a storytelling angle, allowing the class to fall under
two prefixes: DIG and ENC.
Because it is split and cycled with other special topics classes for upcoming semesters,
availability is scarce.
Each section allows 10 students to sign up,
and the credits can be applied to both digital
media and English majors.
The class is taught by Peter Telep and Rudy
McDaniel, and the course is designed around
writing video game plots and studying their
affects on the final product.
"Co-teaching is a really cool opportunity,"
McDaniel said. "Thanks.to having the other professor, we get a different perspective on things."
The class also focuses on the structure of a
game, the importance of non-playable characters and the similarities between how games
and works of literature are constructed.
For the technical aspect, the class discusses
the graphics engines that power various games
and the limitations they might present.
Older games are not ignored, as games from
nearly every time period are discussed for their
technical advancements.
"The class isn't as much about games as its
about the design or theory," said Jay Morrow, a
· junior computer science major. ·~s you learn
more ab(:mt the games, you notice how to relate
to the characters, and you can make it seem
more like it's a real thing."
Both profes$ors challenge their students to
analyze and follow new viewpoints that were
previously hiddeIL
·
Both lecture in each class and contribute data
from their respective fields.
. The students of the course have several projects during the semester, the most important
being one in which they ~evelop and present an
original idea for a video game.
In groups, the students create a plot, develop
a system of advancement through the game and
select an appropriate graphics and physics

Ryan Bass and ·
William Perryx215
Sport5.CFF@gmaif.com

VarietyJditor

'
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Mike Balducci x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor

Emre Kelly x213

"'

Photo.CFF@gmail.com

Staff Writers
Michelle Dendy,
Matt Reinstetle, Kerri Anne
Renzulli, Christina DeParis,
Jessica Martin, Camille Thomas,
Tamra Martin, Jennifer Ross,
Becky Jackson, Jessica Campbell,
Carlos Pineda

Rudy McDaniel co-teaches the video game dass with Peter Telep. .
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Staff Photographers
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George Oehl, Rami Rotlewicz,
-Tina Russell, Christina DeParis,
Erin Drew, Rayma Jenkins

For more photos
from the class:..
www.UCFNews.com

Copy Editors

engine to match their artistic needs.
"For me, the coolest part of the class is having
students create a game design document," Telep
said. "In theory, they build their own game from
the ground up and work in a team to do that."
A smaller project involved the video game
The Sims 3, .which was provided at no cost by
Electronic Arts, the company that manufactures
the game.
As the students played the game, they ,were
asked t9 offer analysis and opinions on various
characteristics. Eventually, the data collected
be submitted to EA.
.
] The misconception that a video gaming class
uld Ix\ tqo easy is one of the more pressing
issues for'both of the course sections.
·~ an honors class, the stud~nts are· challenged," Telep said. "If you ask them about their
midterm, they'll probably cry to you a little bit."
The students are assigned two textbooks; one
focuses on the theoretical aspect of video
games, and the other presents more technical
details.
"When you hear about a video game class,
people might think we're just going to sit around
and play games all day," Telep said. ''What we do.
is look at the history, culture and design of
games. We want to use the games as a text for
analysis so that they walk away with a new
understanding and appred...tion for them."

Samuel Struckhoff, Virginia Kiddy,
VilocPham
,i I

Graphic Artists
Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat

Editorial Adviser
Michelle Yoffee
MichelleY@SeminoleChronide.com
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of . any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com

BianG! Fortis x213
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11825 High Tech Ave: Ste. 100
Orlando, Fl 32817

·LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Forty percent chance of

SCATTERED rain. Northeast wind around 15
T-STORMS mph.
High:77° Tonight: Storms into the evening.

Low:63°

Northeast wind around 13 mph.

•

Tuesday

t$J

tB

WINDY

Wednesday
PARTLY CLOUDY

· High:-80°

Low:66°
High:80°
Low:66°

·-"
One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional

copies may be purchased from ouroffice with
prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
is aaime. Violators may be subject to dvil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.

.,
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DOWNLOAD ANOTHER ONE!
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New Piosition created to incorporate feedback
•

•

..

Current Comptroller
Shane Chism will be the
KnightDrive, is staying in first CIO and said that he is
his current job.
\
working on "developing a
Two of the pos1t1ons technological infrastrucwere filled by current SGA ture from the ground up ·
senators, one by a member that allows SGA to get
of·Knights of the Round direct feedback from stuTable, and six are returning dents by use of touch
executive branch mem- screen kiosks, incentivebers;
based surveys and Web
Current Student Out- port_als."
reach Coordinator and
One of the first ideas
next year's Chief of Staff that they have is to install
Joey Femia said that he was touch screens where stuexcited to find out who the dents check-in to the
new cabinet members Recreation and Wellness
were.
Center and answer a quick
"I feel like we have some question wlien they swipe
new faces with fresh ideas their IDs to get in.
who will really bring some
"That data can then be
innovation and excitement used by all the branches of
to SGA," Femia said.
SGA to make informed .
One major difference in decisions on what students
this year's cabinet is _the want, instea4 of just guesscreation of the chief i.Qfor- ing at it," Chisin said..
mation officer position. ·
Current Deputy CompFROM

Al.

.

}

troller Seth Halperin will
be next year's comptroller.
Halperin said that his
main goal is ~o maintain the
level of financial management set by the Brian
Peterson administration.
"The Peterson and
Andrick administration did
an outstanding job at getting the most for our student's Activity & Service
Fee dollars;" Halperin said.
"I look forward to maintaining that.same balance
of fiscal stewardshjp and
efficiency by ensuring that
every financial decision we
make has the best interests
of the student body in
mind."
Two senators, Nicholas
Gurney and Marla Spector,
~e taking over as attorney
general and director of
governmental
affairs,
respectively.

Gurney said that while
he enjoyed his time as a
senator, he is looking forward to a new challenge.
"The opportunity to
work with individual students through judicial
affairs and with student
leaders through statutory
·and constitutional revisions is one that I have
worked for a number of
years ., to attain," Gurney
said. ''.Although I thoroughly enjoyed my time a student senator, I believe that
the nature of the position
of attorney general more
closely coincides with my
knowledge and expertise."
Spector, the chair of the
Governmental
Affairs
Committee, will be filling a
similar role wi$in the
executive' branch as the
director of governmental
affairs. Spector said that

as

she originally started off in
the executive branch and is
looking forward to returning.
"I served on the executive branch as a freshman,
.and while I really enjoy
senate, I know I'll be able to
focus more on governmental affairs on cabinet then I
was able to as Chair of
GAC," she said. ''I miss
being able to plan events
and impact more stu.dents."
Amanda Newby, a public relations coordinator for
KoRT, will be taking over
as the _director of campus
life, and will be responsible
for "organizing campuswide events to promote
UCF spirit and traditions."
LaToya Jackson. the current academic affairs coordinator, will be moving to
director of student advoca-

cy, putting her in charge of
the division she currently
works in.
Femia said that he is
looking forward to hiring
the remaining positions
within SGA in the coming ·
weeks.
·~ the chief of staff, I
will be heading up the hiring of all open positions
within SGA, this will allow
me to meet one-on-one
with many students and
receive feedback on how
SGA can more effectively
serve the student body as a
whole," Femia said. "Not
only does the executive
cabinet need to remain in
constant communication,
but every branch of SGA a,s
well -as UCF administrators
and students should all be
on the same page and
informed of what SGA can
do for them."
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Recap from last week's SGA Senate meeting
I

•

.

ASHLEY CARN IfAX'
Online News Editor

Study day added to the
2012-13 academic calendar,
platfonn goal achieved

•

1

Student Government
Association President
Brian
Peterson
announced Thursday that
another one of his platform goals, adding study
days to the academic calendar, is becoming a reality.

Starting in the fall 2012
semester, and continuing
in the spring 2013 semes:
ter, students will have one
day off to study in
between the final day of
classes and the start of
exam week.
UCF follows in the
footsteps of both Florida
State University and the
University of Florida in
making this decision.
Both of these universities have two study days
at the end of each spring
and fall semester before
the start of finals.

...

•

Registration and Travel
Account funds running low;
officials not concerned

f

t

•

•

...

•
•

•
'Ill

The projected amount
remaining in the Registration and Travel Account
is around 7 percent after
-Thursday's meeting.
The Registration and
Travel Account is used by
the Conference Registration and Travel Committee to fund student trips
to conferences and competitions that take place
outside of the UCF cam~

JEFFREYRILEY/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Former Speaker of the Senate Patrick Stauffer, seen here counting votes at the April 1special session, resigned during Thursday's meeting. He was replaced by Senator Drew Pope from the College of Engineering.

a new senator time to postponed indefinitely.
adjust to the position.
The
organization,
During his goodbye which was planning to
speech, Stauffer th~ed send nine students to the
members of SGA who sports.festival, asked for a
have helped him during contribution of $2,475
his time, including Presi- from the senate.
dent Peterson, Chief JusThe total cost of the
The account was pro- tice Michael McGriskin trip is $12,780.
jected to have $25,346 and Comptroller Chism.
Debate focused on the
after the meeting's allocaTwo senators, Drew reason and purpose for
tions and bills were Pope, chair of the Opera- the trip, with several sendeducted.
tions Review Committee ators expressing concern
Comptroller Shane and senator for College of that the trip wouldn't benChism said during his Engineering and Comput- efit the student body.
report that he still is not er Science Seat 5, and
Senator-Katie Celano,
concerned about the Joshua Miller, senate College of Education Seat
amount becaus.e there is president pro tempore 2, asked the organization
usually a decrease in · and College of Arts and how going to the sports
demand for these funds as Humanities Seat 4, were festival pertains to their
the school year draws to a nominated to replace goal of learning more
close.
Stauffer as speaker.
·about the culture and reliAll three of the
After 40 minutes of gion of Turkey.
accounts controlled by speeches by the candiThe organization said
the Financial Allocations da~es and _questioning by that being in a fun, open
for Organizations Com- the senate, and more than environment gives them a
mittee are at normal or 20 minutes of debate good opportunity to meet
greater-than-normal lev- among the senators, Pope -other people and that the
els.
was elected the new sports aspect of the event
has· little to do with the
_speaker.
SGA Senate Speaker Patrick
actual purpose of their
Organization's bill posttrip.
Stauffer resigns; Drew Pope
Marla Spector, Govelected as replacement
poned indefinitely; merits of
ernmental Affairs Com- ·
trip called into question
After serving as speak.mittee chair and College ·
, er of the senate for more
After a 20-minute of Arts and Humanities
than a year, Patrick Stauf- debate, Bill 42-79 for the Seat 1, said during debate
fer resigned from his posi- Baptist Collegiate Min- that the trip is essentially
tion Thursday to make istry. to attend the 30th a vacation for .the stutime to work on his senior Annual Sports Festival in dents and doesn't benefit
design proiect and to give Istanbul, Turkey, ·was the student body ofUCF.

pus.

TOP-FUNDED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS BY SENATE COMMITTEES
1) College Deca -$13,100
2) National Society ofBlack Engineers - $12,313
3) Chabad Jewish Student Group- $10,500
4) Society of Automotive Engineers -$9,572.92
5) lntemation Medical Outreach -$.9,509.51
6) American Humanics Student Association - $7,700
7) Students for the Exploration and Development of
Space -$7,100
8) Air Force ROTC -$6,422
9) Collegiate Percussive Arts Society- $5,950
10) Hillel - $5,850
11) Student Union - $5,625

12)Tria1Team- $5,000
13) Habitat for Humanity Campus Chapter- $5,000
14) Cypress Dome Society- $5,000
15) American Society of Civil Engineers - $4,868.62
16) Swing Knights - $4,800
17) United States Institute for TheaterTechnology.$4,675
18) Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers $4,500
19) Alpha Kappa Pi - $4,500
20) Student Professionals for Industrial/Organizational
. Psychology - $4,500
'

A6
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Astronauts free stiff bolt, fix coolant tank '
MARCIA DUNN
Associated Press

Spacewalking
astronauts had to pull out a
hammer and pry bar while
attaching a big, new tank
full of ammonia coolant to
the International Space
Station on Sunday. After
two frustrating hours, they
successfully drove the stiff
bold in.
The
215-mile-high
action unfolded on the
40th anniversary of the
launch of Apollo 13.
Making their second
spacewalk in three days,
astronauts Rick Mastracchio and Clayton Anderson banged and pulled and
shoved, but couldn't jostle
the stuck bolt. They undid
the good bolts and jostled
the 1,700-pound, refrigerator-size tank in case it was
misaligned. Finally, after
they maneuvered the tank
from a different angle, the
troublesome bolt slid into
place.
"You got to be kidding
me!" shouted Anderson.
"Did it go in?" astronaut
Dorothy Metcalf-Lindenburger asked from inside.
''Yes·, yes. You got to be
kidding me," Anderson
replied "It is in there."
Then he paused for
effect. "Now what do we
do?"
As he turned the 6-inch
bolt a dozen times, Anderson urged, "Come on, baby.
Get on there. Yeah, get 'er
done."
The astronauts inside
kept urging the spacewalkers to take a break and rest
their hands, but they insisted they weren't too tired.
Nevertheless,
Mission
Control put off the fluid
line hookups for the tank
and a few other chores,
saying they could be completed in the third and final
spacewalk Tuesday.
Even with that, the
spacewalk ran, long at
seven hours. By then, the
two were beat.
Shuttle
Discovery's
commander, Alan Poindexter, urged his two crewmen
to "take it slow and easy''
as they headed back inside.
And Metcalf-Lindenburger
promised them a good dinner.
Anderson,
a
Nebraskan, got a hankering
for corn - and steak -

,
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In this image provided by NASA-TV, astronauts Rick Mastracchio, left, and Clay Anderson work on the International Space Station early on Sunday. They had trouble bolting down the new cooling tank system.

after Metcalf-Lindenburger complimented him with
a baseball term.
"Clay makes turning
bolts look like a can of
corn," she said, referring to
an easily caught fly ball.
"That was a long, long day,
and you did a really good
job."
The lead spacewalk officer in Mission Control,
David Coan, later said
mental fatigue was the
main concern.
The slot for the fresh
tank was emptied earlier in

the spacewalk, when Mastracchio and Anderson
popped out a spent ammonia tank that had been on
the space statiofl for' eight
years. The ammonia is circulated through radiators
to cool space station electronics.
Removing the old tank
also proved difficult.
One side of the boxy
container got hung up on a
mechanism, and Anderson
had to tug it loose. Then, as
the spacewalkers were
moving the old tank

Graphic Novelist ROBERT VENDITTI ~
Speaking about the writing life and having hi,s Ifirst book made into a major motion picture
.
,

toward the robot arm for
capture, •Anderson got
caught on a pit pin and
lanyard. "Jiminy Christmas," he grumbled, freeing himself.
·
With the spacewalkers serving as lookouts,
the robot arm placed the .
old tank on a space station rail cart for storage.
The tank was moved to
another temporary location a few hours later,
after the spacewalkers
attached another handle ·
onit.
During
Tuesday's
spacewalk, the empty
tank will be placed into
the docked shuttle for
return to Earth. NASA
plans to refill the ammonia tank and fly it back to
the space station this
summer as a spare. That
will be the next-to-last
shuttle flight.
As Mastracchio and
Anderson worked outside Sunday morning,

'Clay·makes turning_bolts
look like a can of corn. That
was a long, long day, and
-you did a really good job.'
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- DOROTHY METCALF-LINDENBURGER

their
colleagues
unloaded mo.re supplies
out of the cargo carrier .
delivered by Discovery
last week and stuffed it
with old equipment and
trash. The new ammonia
tank also flew up on the
shuttle.
The astronauts inside
also did some repair
work on the space · station's water-recycling ·
system, which was shut
down the past few weeks
by a leak.

Discovery will remain
at the space station until
Saturday. Landing is
scheduled for April 19.
Apollo 13's three-man
crew blasted off April 11,
1970. An oxygen tank
ruptured two days later
as the astronauts made
their way to the moon.
The rescue became one
of the most dramatic
ever seen by the world
and remains- one of
NASA'.s
shining
moments.
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Friday, April 16, 2010, 3:30-4:15 p.m. i
119 Business Administration Building
• Author of The Surrogates, adapted for the
movie starring Bruce Willis and Ving
Rhames in 2009
• New York Time~ best-selling author
• University of Central Florida graduate
• Also author of The Surrogates: Flesh and
Bone and the forthcoming medic;;al-political
graphic thriller The Medical Directive

.,

Sponsored by the Orlando Book Festiva), the Center for
Humanities and Digital Research, and the Department
of English as part of the Writers in the Sun series.
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More courses, flexible sessions and smaller classes let you earn credits your way in our
summer sessions. For a complete schedule visit
Call or e-mail to make an appointment with an admissions counselor • (813) 253-6249 • scs@utedu

www.ut.edu1summer

reGisternow! ifAlVWA
OFflCE OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING STUDIES 401 W. Kennedy Blvd. I Tampa, FL 33606-1490

I (81 3) 253-6249 1scs@ut.edu

12225 University Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817

(407) 277-2005
HOOKAH, SMOKE, & MORE
r_

10% 0FF

(Located in DEKO PLAZA across the street from UCF)
wnhSrudentlD

18 and up. Must have ID.
All products are for tobacco use only
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.Walkers corral onlookers into divesting shoes
FROi Al
~or each pair of shoes
chased, TOMS Shoes
donate a pair to an
erprivileged child
e TOMS Shoes club at
U~F was one of almost
l,SP.O locations around the
on to host the event
. 'There's people who go
evs ry day without shoes,"
sai Katie Grey Coleman, a
n:tMS Shoes intern.
'We're trying to basically
people to try it," Colesaid "It's a little diffiwhen you have to walk
on hot cement And there's
pe ple out in Africa and
E ·opia walking in volcanic
so·"
oil-transmitted diseases
ar a frequent problem for
pe ple in Third World
co tries and can cause
lorjg-term harm
pair of shoes is a simpltf solution
e Warner, a fresherdisciplinary studJor, walked the event. Before taking off on their walk, participants in the TOMS Shoes awareness event prepare by de orating both their shirts and their feet.
1
"1 think raising awareness is a really important
tI4ig to do," Warner said.
"It'f getting the brand name
OUf there and experiencing_
for yourself what it's like to
walk without shoes. It
nJkes you more sympathet-

ONE FOR ONE
TOMS Shoes was founded on a
.sin:iple premise:Wrth every pair
you purchase,TOMS will give a
pair ofnew shoes to a child in
need. One for One.Using the
purchasing power ofindMduals
to benefit the greater good is
what we're all aboutThe TOMS
One for One business model
transforms our customers into
benefactors,which allows us to
grow atruly sustainable business
rather than depending on
fund raising for support
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Poor are the mos· charitable

Those In the lowest U.S. Income group gi~e the largest percentage
of their lnc.omes to charity. Figures for 20u.7:

ic.'i
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(As the group walked the 'mile from the Reflecting
Pond, across Memory Mall
and back, they encouraged
p+,ing students to go bare-

filas

AMY SIMPSON / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

well

randon Shaw, a sophom re civil engineering
~or, also participated
'Right now, people see
us
here and are curious,''
S
said as he walked
ough the One for
One movement, more than
600,000 paii:s of shoes have
been donated since 2006.
''You're not buying the
most fancy shoes, but that's
not what it's about," Shaw
said ''It's about what's going

on."

Income
groups

Hltbaat

Lowesi Second

· Average
·
incom·e• $1o,531 $27,674 $46,213 t$73,460 $158,388 $631091
Income $19,301 $36,070
group limit

Giving as
percent of

N. A.

2.5%

income

2.0% - 2.1%

*Pretax
®2008MCT
Source: McClatchy analysis of U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data
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9150 International Dr.
;407.363.0043
2600 E. Colonial Dr.
407.894.3009
8520 W. lrlo Bronson Memorials Hwy.
407.809.0900
1148 Universit y Blvd.
407.770.6990
houlihans.com
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Taste around our
new small plates
menu of 30 items
from just $3
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WHYSHOES?
Many children in developing
countries grow up barefoot
Whether at play,doing chores or
going to school, these children are
at risk:
•Aleading cause of disease in
developing countries is soiltransmitted diseases, which can
penetrate the skin through bare
feet Wearing shoes can·help
prevent these diseases, and the
long-tenn physical and cognitive
hann they cause.
•Wearing shoes also prevents
feet from getting cuts and sores.
Not only are these injuries
painful,they also are dangerous
when wounds become infected.
• Many times children can't
attend school barefoot because
shoes are a required part oftheir
unifonn. lfthey don't have shoes,
they don't go to school.Ifthey
don't receive an education,they
don't have the opportunity to
realize their potential.
FACTS:
• In some developing nations,
children must walk for miles to
school,dean water and to seek
medical help.
• Cuts andsores on feet can lead
to serious infection.
• Often,children cannot attend
school barefoot
• In Ethiopia,approximately one
million people are suffering from
Podoconiosis, adebilitating and
disfiguring disease caused by
walking barefoot in volcanic soil.
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Jenny Hartman

Trevor Clark, Event Entertainment
Nelsi Mora, Participant Relations
Brittany Curry, Recruitment
Christina Vicari, Greek Affairs
Kristina Walsh, Morale
Sarah Small, Partnership Development
Mariana Ordaz, C3:tering
Julia York, Internal Fundraising
Jessica Wenson, External Fund.raising
Adrian Richmann, CMN Relations
Kate Connin, Special Events

KoRT
Work.shop Presenters:
Ann-Marie Appiah
Melanie Bullock
Chantel Carter
ScottOark.
Cory Collier
StevenHarowitz
Wayne Jackson
J~caKatz
Michael Kilbride
Stacey Malaret
.MichaelMcGriskin
Jun.my Moore
Roberta Nogueira
Nick.Oleksy
Tyler Stn.ith
KellyS~

Knightcast ·
James Jarman, Student Director
Logan Kriete I Studio Director
Katie Dobosz, Marketing Coordinator
John Zajicek, Programming Coordinator
Ryan Bass, Sports Programming Manager
Andreu Szempruch, Technical Coordinator
Adeash Lakraj, University Involvement Coordinator

Patrick Stauffer

ASF Business Office
Joe Sciarrino, Director
.Ed Rolnick, Coordina.tor
Julie McGuire, Administrative Assistant
Fran Uddo, Accountant
Joey Modi, Accountant
Kristine Nola, A ccountant
Rose Mai, Accountant
Latchmin Jaggemauth, Accountant
Doug O 'Brien, Sen~or Computing Specialist

Andrew ~ran.os

Brittany Curry
Corey£sque11azi

ChelseyJotdan.
Ka~Killiau
SamKraritz
Amanda Newby
Colton Thpoler

Cbristm.a 'Thomas
SueZavada

OSI FREE EVENTS

KoRT Leadership Develtlpment
~ Members

4/14/iO 11:00am KoRT workshop "OSC for RSOs".
SU 218AB Learn how the Office of Student Conduct
works for Stud'e nt Organizations.

Ltt«Kn~
Kade Zavada,·Stndent Director
J~:&trada, Opetations Chair
Danielle Prince, Community Relations Chair
Jochen Frank, Advertising and Promotions Chair
Aimee.Millet; Ounpus Relations Chair
Mallori Phillips. Entertainment Chair
Brittney Greene, Volunteers Chair

4/15/10 7:00pm SGA Senate Me«:ting. S~ 218.
4/15/10 7:30pm CAB Presents Symphony Under the
Sbrs, Reflection Pond. CAB and the UCF Music
departtneut present an en·chanted evening under the
stars featuring the music of composer Peter
Tchaikovsky.
0

J~<:a Schwendeman, Student Director
Lana SchUlac.4 PublicR.elations Coordinator
Jes$ica,Lomasson. Public 1!-,.elations Coordinator
Ashli Ransome, Alternative Spring Break
s&elley UV$ Get Canted
Rebecca Shillings, Sottthem Region
Madon Gutietre2y Animals & Environment
M ~ Miller,Arts & Recreation
Naomi~ Civic Engagement
AmyStruniq, Domestic Violence
Stephanie Dean, Elderly Awanmess

~&Dtam, Health
AnyaKroytor, Hunger & Homelessness
Shetn-Ann Gran~ Mentoring &- Literacy
Nadine Foebl, Youth & Education
ShaneJuntuneDt Advisor
Knight-Dion Board
Mike Kil~ride, Student Director

Biendan Haggerty, Fmance
Kelsea Mulroy, Internal Director.
Dana Baldch, External Director
Kacie Zavada~Event Management

Cont:actUs!
osi@mail.uc£edu
ph. 407.823.6471
fx. 407.823.5899
Visit"Us!
Student Union, Room 208
P.O. Box 163245
Orlando, FL 32816-3245
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Rosen College students work to plan event
FROM

Al

Scholarship Organization Inc., which is donating the
$5,000.
Lee said this year is particularly exciting because it's
the first time they have offered a scholarship.
In the past, participants have
walked away with helpful~
insight and gone on to per- .
form at local theme parks, but
Lee said she wanted to bring
something else to the
table this year.
"My goal was to take
it to another level," she
said. "So I started looking
around the community
for organizations that
wanted to help out
UCF students."
When looking
for sponsors, she
was directed to
Christine David, the
executive director of the_,-_
Orlando Scholarship Orga- . ,
nizatipn.
David had approached the UCF Arena a year ago
looking to help performing artists advance in education. When Lee called her, David immediately agreed to
help. They signed the letter of intent for the $5,000
scholarship in December 2009.
Lee and her class have been working
together since the beginning of the
semester to execute a great show.

1'

J
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the class into

teams: marketing, logistics and production.
Brittany Pafford is part of the press group of the marketing team and have been working on the press releases with the assistant director of public relations for the
Rosen College, Jackie Toops.
Pafford said the groups are effective because everyone has designated duties, and they report·
~ back on their progress during every class.
el The class meets Monday and Wednesday mornings in the 400-seat Darden Auditorium. But there is limited class time left as the
event approaches.
Students can purchase tickets for the
show for $2 at the door. Those
who attend will be entered
into a raffle to win gifts
cards from Houlihans,
T.G.I. Fridays and Blue
Martini, as well as many
other prizes.
Lee said they also
need to get more students to sign up, so
they've extended the
registration deadline until
the day before the
auditions or until au;·-, . _
.
tion slots fill up.
Last year there
were 35 contestants,
and they had to turp.
people away. This year there are 15
students registered so far.
"We'll take people up until
it's full,'' Lee said. "We.want
it to be full."
'
Apart from the
scholarship

Senior Evan Rundle, an interdisciplinary major with
a minor in marketing and digital media, will be pe!forming with his band, The Reprieve, for show. He said
his main motivation to sign up was the chance to play
at the UCF Arena.
"Honestly, ever since I first set foot on the UCF campus, I have always dreamed about doing a show in the
UCF arena,'' he said. "I wouldn't care if it was for one
person or a million people, I just want to be able to look
back and know that I did that."
·
The UCF Arena is donating The Venue, a 1,800-seat
venue located on the north side of the arena, where the
students will show off their talent. They are also donating any staging or technical equipment needed.
The winner and first runner up will get a photo
shoot from John Casablanca Modeling
Agency and a chance to perform on a
future episode of Orlando Live.
"It's something that'~ good all
the way around," Lee said. "It is
a UCF opportunity for UCF students produced by UCF students
with the help of our three key
sponsors."
The judges include industry professionals like Muffett Baker, production manager
of Talent Casting and Booking for SeaWorld;
Zack Ashley, stylist and instructor for John
Casablanca Modeling Agency in New York;
Jonathan Braucher, producer of Orlando
Live, a variety broadcast aired
online; Ray DeChiara, talent
casting director of Walt Disney Co.; and UCF associate
professor Ron Logan, former
executive vice president of
Walt Disney Special
Events Group and
founder and president
. of Disney Theatrical Productions.
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Dedication, practice drives club sport's success
FROM

Al

To kick off their postseason tournaments, the Dogs
of War will be attending the
Florida Section of the
Atlantic Coast Region tournament on Friday and Saturday.
.
The top three teams
from each sectionals tournament will advance to regionals, a tournament held in
each region of the United
States.
From there, the top contenders in the country will
play at nationals.
Oogs of War captain
Andre Roca, a senior hospitality management major,
said that this year his team
stands a chance of making it
to nationals for the first
time.

.

In order to fund such
tournaments, the club
receives money from the
Sport Club Council, member dues, merchandise sales
and from hosting two fall
tournaments.
·
The Ultimate Frisbee
Club at UCF comprises
three teams.
The Dogs of War team
was created in the 1980s and Ultimate Frisbee teams adhere to an honor system because the sport in self-officiated disbanded soon after. In
2002, the team was Frisbee as having the moveBecause Ultimate Frisreformed. Ultimate grew ment of soccer and basket- bee is a noncontact sport,
into a club so large that a B- ball combined with the the accountability of fair
team, Havoc, was added in game mentality of footQall • play is placed upon the play2007. Soon after, an allThe objective is for play- ers.
female team, the Sirens, ers to catch a Frisbee in an
Roca said the honor sysemerged.
end zone, much like football, tern was known as the "spirThe name Dogs of War in order to score.
it of the game" by players.
~ came from a line in William
The Frisbee can only be
''However spirited a
1
Shakespeare's play Julius passed, never run with.
game may or may not be,
Caesar.
There are no set plays;· there is more competition
Staying with references rather, the Frisbee switches than I have ever known in
· to that famous tragedy, the hands until a team scores or any other sport," he said.
B-team took the name the opposing team retrieves
Roca said six hours a
' Havoc.
the disc.
week of intense practice has
The Dogs ofWar have 28
·Offense then switches to brought the team to the level
members,, Havoc have 27 defense in much the same it is at now.
and the Sirens have 18.
way as basketball
"The only way we get
· Although Havoc and the
The game is self-officiat- better as a team is ifwe chalSirens did not attend Trou- ed, meaning players are lenge each other, and this
ble in Vegas, both teams will responsible for adhering to_ year it has really shown,"
be attending sectionals in the honor system rather Roca said. "It's a sport that
their postseasons.
than relying on an a referee demands so little, yet playGeick descn"bes Ultimate or official
. ers put so much into it."

(ff ARCHIVE

ttiere are no referees.The honor system is referred to by players as being representative of the "spirit of the game."

10 SIMPLE RULES OF ULTIMATE FRISBEE
1. The field -A rectangular shape with endzones at
each end.A regulation field is 70 yards by 40 yards, with
endzones 25 yards deep.
2. Initiate play - Each point begins with both teams
lining up on the front oftheir respective endzone line.The
defense throws ("pulls'1 the disc to the offense. A
regulation game has seven players per team.
3.Scoring- Each time the offense completes a pass in
the defense's endzone, the offen~ scores a point. Play is
initiated after each score.
4.Movement of the disc- The disc may be advanced
in any direction by completing a pass to ateammate.
Players may not run with the disc.The person with the disc
(''thrower'1 has ten seconds to throw the disc.The defender
guarding the thrower ("marf<er'1 counts out the stall count.
5. Change of possession -When a pass is not
completed (e.g.out of bounds, drop, block, interception),
the defense immediately takes possession ofthe disc and
becomes the offense.

6. Substitutions - Players not in the game may
replace players in the game aftera score and during an.
injury timeout.
7. Non-contad - No physical contact is allowed
between players. Picks and screens are also prohibited:A
foul occurs when contact is made.
8. Fouls - When a player initiates contact on another
player a foul occurs.When a foufdisrupts possession, the
play resumes as if the possession was retained.If the
player committing the foul disagrees with the foul call,
the play is redone:
9. Self-refereeing - Players are responsible for their
own foul and line calls. Players resolve theirown disputes.
10. Spirit of the game - Ultimate stresses
sportsmanship and fair play. Competitive play is
encouraged, but never at the expense of respect between
players,adherence to the rules and the ~~c joy of play.
- ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION, 1993
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en
U<I sweeps series,
ties 2Q09 win total
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

Withmore televised games fan support is amust
For a program that h;is
.been waiting to break into
the national spotlight, 2010
might be that do-or-die season for the UCF football
team.
The Knights, coming off
an 8-5 season that saw a
b~rth in the St Petersburg
Bowl against Rutgers, will
have five nationally televised games this season.
·Of the five games, three
will be at home - Sept.11
against North Carolina
State, Oct 6 against UAB,
and Nov.13 against Southern Miss. The others will be
on Oct 3 at Marshall and

DANNY AIELLO
Staff Writer

Nov. 5 at Houston.
Plain and simple for
UCF fans· and players: This
is the year.
For the third-largest university in the country, mediocrity is no longer accept-

able. UCF can no longer put
a product on the field and
national television that is
sub-par, especially if a jump
to a BCS conference, such
as fu:e Big East, is desired.
Sure, some might say
those expectations are not
realistic - with the early
favorite for quarterback
being a freshman. and so
many players being under-.
classmen - that this goal is
not attainable this year, and
the school should shoot for
two years from now.
I say they can't wait.
UCF has five games to
show the college football

world what it can do. Two
games will be on Wednesday nights,.and UCF will be
the only college football
game on television.
UCF cannot afford to
come out and wet the bed
In recent years, both the
team and fans have dropped
the ball in these nationally
televised games.
With the exception of
Marshall last year, UCF has
rolled over and played dead
on ESPN games, posting a
5-28 record on the ESPN
family of networks since
1996.
That 5-28 record might

seem misleading because
UCF played teams such as
Vrrginia Tech, Purdue and
Texas, which are traditionally good, but is the fact that
they are good a reason for
UCF to post only five wins?
I don't think that is a
go~d enough answer.
Losing by an average of
J.7.7 points per game is unacceptable. UCF as a university looked plain stupid in the
past, putting a half-empty
stadium on TV and half a
product on the field
But at the same time, the
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Softball

Knights break out bats, brooms vs. Herd
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

BY THE NUMBERS

For the better part of
two weeks, the UCF softball team plated four
runs on 28 hits in the
midst of a five-game losing streak.
Hitting the road during the weekend at Marshall (18-22, 3-12 in Conference USA) was just
what the doctor ordered
for the Knights (25-17, 104) where they notched 18
runs on 28 hits in a critical league tilt.
One run is all UCF
needed for the 1-0 victory Sunday afternoon to
sweep the series.
The Knights recorded
their third conference
sweep _o f the season,
outscoring the Thundering Herd 18-5 in the
series. UCF swept Houston at home and Southern Miss on the road in
March.
In the second inning,
senior pitcher Ashleigh
Cole helped her cause in
the . circle by notching
the game's only run, a .
solo home run to left
field her second
career home run.
Along· with Cole, junior shortstop Tiffany
Lane, junior catcher
Abby McClain and freshman first
baseman
Marissa Menendez each
had a hit in the series
finale.
Cole won her second
game of the weekend and
16th overall by going
seven innings and pitching a one-hitter. Cole
notched her 22nd complete game of the season.
The shutout was the
fourth time this year
Cole held the opposition
scoreless.
Lane's single to left
field improved _h er hit-

1
The Knights needed just one run
on Sunday for the 1-0victory and
to complete the sweep overthe
Thundering Herd

3
The sweep over Marshall marked
the third sweep of the seasort
over a conference opponent for
the Knights.

16
Wins on the season for UCF senior
pitcher Ashleigh Cole.It was her
second wiri in the series as well.

ting streak to a seasonhigh 10, one shy of her
career record ll back in
2008.
In the second game,
the Knights used a fourrun eighth inning to
break up a 4-4 tie and
clinch the series with an
8-4 win. UCF tallied a
season-best 14 hits.
UCF 'used -effective
small ball in the extra
frame by plating five
consecutive
singles.
.Sophomore center fielder Vanessa Perez scored
the go-ahead run on an
error when Marshall
catcher Rebecca Gamby
attempted to throw out
senior left fielder Morgan Bullard at second. A
double . to left-center
field from Lane scored
Bullard from third base.
McClain scored Lane
and advanced second
baseman Natalie Land to
third on an RBI single
through the left side of
the infield. McClain was
3-for-4 frolll the plate in
the second game with
two RBI, a run scored
and a walk. Land scored
from third base off of an
error, giving the. Knights

AUSTYNBYNON/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF third baseman Hillary Barrow leads the Knights with five home runs and 26 RBI on the season. She is also hitting .258 on the season through 40 games.

a four-run cushion.
The Knights trailed 31 before scoring three
runs in the top of the
fifth.. After scoring a run
on a passed ball, Menendez caine up big on the
day once again with a
two-run double to center
field. Menendez hit a
two-run home run earlier in the first game.
Menendez went 3 for 7,
scoring a run and tallying
four RBI.
Senior
Kristina
DeMello struck out nine
Marshall batters in eight
innings, · allowing two
earned runs on nine hits.
The Knights used a
nine-run outpour in the
top of the fourth inning
to end a five-game slump
in the first game of a doubleheader Saturday, taking a 9-1 decision against

the Thundering Herd in six
innings.
The corners for the
Knights, senior third baseman Hillary Barrow and
Menendez anchored UCF
by combining for five RBI.
A one-out single from
Cole to right field brought
home Barrow from third
base before the Knights
recorded eight runs on two
outs in the inning.
Bullard singled to left
center with runners · on

first and third base, scoring
senior right fielder Mary
Helen Tyler from third.
Lane stepped up to the
plate and delivered an RBIdouble . to right field,
knocking in Perez from
second base to give the
Knights a 3-0 lead.
· With the bases loaded,
the Knights drew a walk to
score a run. In her second
at bat of the inning, Barrow
cleared the bases with a
three-run double to center

field that scored Lane,
Land, McClain. Menendez
put the exclamation point
on the win with a two-run
homer to right field, her
first collegiate long ball.
Cole recorded five
innings of shutout ball by
allowing three hits and
striking out four batters.
UCF is back on the road
next weekencl when they
travel to Birmingham to
battle UAB to stay among
the top in the conference.

~
coming
Home torthe,
ummer
If you are going to be in
South Florida
for the summer,
earn c·redits at FAU.
Get more from summer break:
• Pick up credits that transfer back to UCF
• Get ahead or catch up .
• Go to school while you work
To find out more, visit
www.fau.edu/summerUC1p;.-.~......;....,.;;;......--r,
561 .297.2408

7PM-10PM
$1 Hot Dogs, Fries, Soda, and Popcorn

7PM-9PM
$1 domestic drafts.

1s1 100 STUDENTS RECEIVE A
MYSTERY BEITING VOUCHER
Worth s2- s100 (with student id)
Live Matinees Mon, Wed, Fri, & Sat 12:15 pm.
Live Evenings Fri and Sat 7:15 pm
. Full Bar and Fabulous Dining

WWW.SANF0RD0RLAND0KC.C0M I 407-831-1600
301 DOG TRACK RD LONGWOOD, FL (NORTH OF ORLANDO - OFF HWY 17-92)
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UCF.knocks off
Men's tennis
The men's tennis team
improved to 10-7 with a 43 victory against rival USP on Saturday.
The Knights swept doubles and
won three singles matches to
clinch the road victory.
1n doubles, senior Marc
Rocafort ,and junior Blaze
Schwartz rolled to an 8-2 win
against Jamal Adderley and
Thomas 'Estrada Senior Johan
Beigart and sophomore Joe
Delinks picked up a 9-7 win
against Wael Kilani and Yannick
Yoshizawa
Senior Brock Sakey defeated
Adderley 7-6, 6-2 at the No. 2 singles spot. Beigart recorded a 7-5, 61 victory against Mark Oljaca
Sophomore Claudio Romano
clinched the win for the Knights
when he defeated Romain Deridder 2-6, 6-4, 6-2.
'We picked up right where we
left off last week," head coach
Bobby Cashman said in a press
release. ''.Another dominating
doubles performance was key to
getting the momentum our way,
and then we did a great job of
fighting through a boisterous
home crowd. Rivalry wins are
always special, and we're going to
roll that confidence on to senior
day and then to the conference
tournament."
UCF will take on Embry-Rid~
dle in its last home match of the
season at 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

Women's tennis
The women's tennis team
improved to ll-6 after splitting two
home matches this weekend
On Saturday, the team took
three singles matches before falling
43 to No. 43 FIU. Sophomore Alexis Rodriguez defeated Christine
Seredni 2-6, 6-0, 6-4. Sophomore
Andrea Yacaman topped Mariana
Muci Torres 6-3, 6-4.
Freshman Jenna Doerfler
recorded a 4-6, 7-5, 6-3 win against

Maria Spenceley.
On Friday, UCF snapped Stet-

son's eight-match win streak with
a5-2win.
Rodriguez and junior Jenny
Frisell posted an 8-4 win agairu;t
the No. 57-ranked doubles pairing
of Valentina Galbarini and Carolina de los Santos. Yacaman and
sophomore Taylor Dubins also ·
posted an 8-4 win against Breanna
Atkinson and Katherine Nowicki
Rodriguez and Yacaman also
recorded straight-set singles victories. Rodriguez topped Gabarini
6-3, 6-2, and Yacaman defeated _
Breanna Atkinson 6-2, 6-1. Freshman Alison Hodges recorded a 63, 7-5 win against Shannon Gunning.
The Knights will travel to Daytona to take on Bethune-Cookman on Tuesday.

(,
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Freshman SS Darnell Sweeney went 4 for 4 from the two spot in the lineup Saturday in UCF's 11-10 win over Southern Miss in Hattiesburg, Miss.

Women's rowing
The women's rowing team had
a strong performance at the
George Washington Invitational
this weekend The team picked up
six wins in Washington, D.C., this
weekend.
On Friday, the team recorded
two wins against Columbia,
despite 18 mph tailwinds and
strong wind gusts. The varsity
eight boat crossed the finish line
al.most four seconds before·
Columbia. The Knights posted a
first-place time of 6:12.5, while
Colombia posted a time of 6:16.4.
On Saturday, the team competed against Navy and St. Joseph's.
In the morning session, the novice
eight, varsity four, second varsity
eight and varsity eight each
picked up a win.
The Knights recorded two victories over St. Joseph'.s. The varsity four finished in 7:08.7 and the
second varsity eight finished in
6:26.4.
The team will host Alabama on
Mayl.
- NKOLE SAAVEDRA

S~dlock picks up first win
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After both teams failed to
plate a run with the bases
loaded in the ninth, the game
would have to be decided in
extras · and this time the
Knights didn't let the game get
away.
With Taylor on third, Taladay tiounced a two-out single
through the right side to put
the Knights up 11-10 before
Brian Adkins struck out three
Golden Eagles in the top of the
10th to clinch the win for the
Knights.
Owen Dew was in line for
the win until Southern Miss
struck in the eighth. Dew went
6.2 innings, allowing three
earned on eight hits.
Darnell Sweeney went 4 for
4 with two doubles from the
two s~ot in the lineup.

t,

,.

,

UCF VS. SOUTHERN MISS SERIES HIGHLIGHTS
SED-LOCK IT DOWN

Johnny Sedlock picked up his first win of the season on Friday,going six innings and
allowing just one run on seven hits.
·

(

SWEET SWEENEY

Darnell Sweeny was the star in Saturday's lineup, racking up a4for 4day with two doubles.
TALADAYTALLIES WINNING HIT

Atwo-out single in the 10th inning of Saturday's game by Chris Taladay provided the
eventual winning run for the Knights in an 11-10 victory.
BREAKOlJTTHEBROOMS

With the 9-8 victory on Sunday, the Knights completed aseries sweep over a conference
opponent for the first time since sweeping the Tulane Green Wave back in April 2007.
HITTING THE HALF-CENTURY MARK

Through just 41 games,the Knights already have aplayer at the half-century mark for runs
batted in.Chris Duffy now has 50 RBI on the season after driving in a run on Sunday.
WINNING WAYS

With Sunday's win, the Knights have already tied all of last season'swin total this year at 22.
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No excuses: Fans need show up, pack the stadium
FROM

Al2

fans have failed to give
the team a full house
unless Miami or South
Florida was in town aside from the homecoming game against Houston. But there is no way
any conference will look
to add UCF if it doesn't
have a strong fan base.
Last year, it was a
.shame to see UCF come
back on Marshall in the
last five minutes of the
game, led by a Bruce
Miller strip and a touchdown pass to Rocky Ross
with 23 seconds left for
the win with no fans
there to witness it.
Do you remember
where you were? I was
there at the end, along
with less than a third of

the announced 35,676 fans
at the game.
There is no excuse for
that, plain and simple.
UCF needs to pack the
house every game if it
wants to be taken seriously.
Look at schools like
Texas, Michigan and
Notre Dame as they pack
their stadiums every
game whether it is against .
Ohio State or Appalachian State. If you want to be
taken seriously, your team
needs a strong fan base.
Show the team some
support. Get pro:ud, get
loud and cheer on the
Knights. Sure, they might
not have the legacy of
Sc;mthem California or
Texas, but legacies are
built not found overnight .
The product will get

.,

better. This recruiting
class will help pave th~
way. 1,'his team can win
now, they just need support, because nobody
wants to play in an empty
stadiunL
,
The last thing a recruit
wants to see in his potential school is no fan base
·and a bad team. No highly
touted recruit will want
to go to UCF ifhe doesn't
see the fans supporting
the team.
If our coaches go out
and bring five-st~
recruits to a game, it
would be a huge selling
point for the recrujt to
see a max capacity of
45,301 fans screaming and
cheering on the Knights.
This·is the year it all
can change with five
primetime games. This is

the year is has to change.
Everyone here at UCF
wants a move from Conference USA to the Big East or
another BCS Conference.
Well, if students want to
make a change, they have to
be that change. Get out of
bed in the morning on
gameday and tailgate, have_
some fun, and go cheer on
your team.
.
You go to UCF, don't

televised games, we as a fan
wear Florida, Florida State,
base need to be there too.
Miami or any other gear to
UCF has a chance to get
the game! Wear black and
· out there as an elite pro- ·
gold and support your
gram this year.
school
The Knights can go to a
The teain will be better
this year.
'
bowl game again, lure in the
Let's face it, the schedule big-name recruits, and
show the BCS that they
is watered down and they
have the potential to be an
should be able to win at
least eight games.
asset in a big conference.
The team will be there, .
So the ~ will come,
especially in those national ·will you?

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
' MEDICAL
.CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
.11550 University Bl_vd..• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044 .
ttours: Monday~Friday 8am-8pm
SaturdayaSunday 9am-5pm

. Ope~ Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insu~ances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

.OVIEI.JO-Wll''TER SPRINGS REGJONAL
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SanwY,APRIL I~
10UIT06PM
..OVIEDO BLVD

**Complimentary shuttle service fro~ Oyiedo Marketplace**

Fea.turing: Arts & Crafts, Regional Business
Expo, Area Cuisine, Beer·& Wine,
· Entertainment, Kids'Taste, Citrus & Celery
Cookoff, Exotic Car Show plus much more!

I
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n,,,t nR co om §J'IMSOR!
BAltErOoT 'WJN£ • CU'i MOTOltSPOllT •
CttDENS BANK OF FLoRID& •
CITDENs FualfCl&L P.IJlTNElt.S • CITY OF °'1EDO •
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UCF Book Festiva
M ORGR I DG E

IN TER NATIO N A L

A P R I L 17 2 0 10 I
.

J

.

READ IN ~

CE N TE R

6 0 A u t hors a nd Poe t s
Pan el Di scu ssi o n s
Boo k Sal es & A t?pr al sal s

I

CLE&aCIU.NNEL OUTDOOR• CRuTl'IE PanfflNG •
DENTISTl\Y FOR C8:ILDaEN •DUD.I.• El.En' TEcaNoLoclEs •
OEIOO • Mix 105.. 1 • OltLINDO SEtft'IXEL •

. ....
=- ::\·..
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Childre n's A c tivit i es
Book Signings
Exhibito r s

9:00 AM-5:30 PM AT THE UCF ARENA • FREE ADMISSION

bookfestiva I. u cf.ed u
',

O'VIEDO•WDrn:ll SPIUNGS LIFE• PuaLlx •
REPlnlL1c SERVICES• SELE.cT M&GU::ID •
.
SEMINoLE OD.ONICLE • SEMl'NoLE VOICE• SUMHT lOS.9 •
TOPP• WAYNE DENSCR • WFIV CIIANHEL 9 •
ZEPllnt:alLL, WATEll.

For information about booths, sponsorships or attending,
please visit:

WWW.TaateofOvleclo.029 or call 407;.278-4871
)
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OUR STANCE

I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO ADVISOR
FREEZE, ALL THE CLASSES I NEED ARE
EITHER FILLED UP OR NOT BEING OFFERED
IN THE SEMESTER I NEED THEM AND--

FCC is no threat
to the Internet
T

he federal appeals
court ruling regarding
net neutrality last
week worries us. We could
be living in what will later be
known as the good old days
of the Internet.
If the Federal Communications Commission does not
have the authority to monitor
the content Internet companies provide to their customers, then who does?
Surely, the court doesn't
believe that these businesses
will do it themselves. If Internet service providers can
restrict access to their competitor's Web sites, they
probably will
Net neutrality is the concept of Internet providers
offering equal access to all .
Web traffic. The FCC has
fought to impose rules that
would ensure net neutrality
exists.
But the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit
decided, with a unanimous
ruling, that the agency lacks
the power to ·enforce such a
policy.
The concern is that nothing is stopping Comcast or
any other ISP from deciding
what sites their clients can
view.
.If you are confused as to
why Comcast cares what

WHY DON'T YOU
JUST CHILL OUT

,I

Web sites you visit, you
investment, innovation and
should know that they
competition instead of regumerged with NBC Universal
lation and rationing."
last December. After many
The problem with
months of rumors, Comcast
McDowell's theory is that
and General Electric secured ISPs operate-with very little
a partnership that merged
competition;and that's not an
. easy fix. ISPs own the cables
NBC Universal with Comcast's ,c able networks, region- that bring you the Internet,
al sports networks and other
making regional monopolies
properties. This means the
all but absurd
company that provides
Why would they foster
access to media also provides healthy competition when
they can secure Web traffic .
content.
Comcast has already been to sites that. bring them financaught deliberately slowing
cial gain?
We are not talking about a
traffic on peer-to-peer downloads. ·
small amount of money,
Why would a coinpany
either. According to the FCC,
who makes.a profit from all
almost two thirds of Amerithe Web sites under its
can adults have Qroadband
umbrella want its clients visaccess at home and almost 95
percent have some form of
iting sites that do not bring
them a profit? No business
broadband available. With so
owner wou).d want that, and
much Internet access, Ameriwithout regulations from the
cans are shopping online
FCC, Comcast has an actual · more than ever, which means
way to throttle competitors
Comcast has a substantial
without penalty.
amount of money to gain
Robert M McDowell, a
from Web traffic to the sites
m!;!mber of J:he FCC who dis- they own and partner with.
sented from rules proposed
Americans are paying
their Internet service
to govern the Internet wrote
an opinion piece for The
providers to access the InterWashington Post last week.
net - all ofit - not just
what the company sees fit.
McDowell said, ''The oest
antidote to potential anti- ·
And a watchdog organizacompetitive <;onduct is more
tion, probably the FCC, needs
competition. Let's work on ·
to make sure the Internet
policies that encourage more providers play fairly.

Airline safety
has its price
1

L

ast week, passengers
on United Airlines
Flight 663 from Washington to Denver were
detained after a diplomat
from Qatar smoked a cigarette in the bathroom of the
jetliner. Worried that the
smoke escaping from the
bathroom was from a bomb,
two U.S. air marshals .
aboard the flight restrained
the man until the plane
landed.
The diplomat,
Mohammed Al-Madadi, did
not have a bomb.
Upon arriving in Denver,
FBI agents questioned the
157 passengers and six crew .
members aboard the flight
to get a firm grasp of the
incident.
· While listening to
National Public Radio's coverage of the event, we heard
a few people complain
about the extensive interviews done by authorities.
Some family members of
passengers on the plane
were angry that questioning
froin. security officials interrupted their day. _
_
In times· of crisis, or in
this case, the time of a per-

ON UCFNEWS.COM

ceived crisis, it is best to
Regardless of what your
schedule entails, safety is
remain calm and understand that everyone is doing the primary concern.
the hest they can.
We understand that rearAlthough no explosives
ranging your schedule to
were found on the flight,
deal with a crisis can be ·
authorities were simply folannoying, but it'll never
lowing n ew protocol that
compare to the amount of
was put into place after a
grief a future attack would
Nigerian man tried to blow
cause if authorities didn't
up a Detroi~-bound flight on learn what they needed to
Christmas Day.
from this situation.
In response to that crisis,
Next time you are at the
law enforcement, flight
airport with fellow travelcrews and airport staff have ers, avoid the temptation to
been on high-alert for suspi- fall into the usual pattern of
cious activity on airplanes.
griping. Remember that
· Even President Obama
. these pesky procedures are .
commented on the major
really a small priee to pay.
holes in ·national security.
There are much more invasive ways to ensure security,
In an effort to repair
their damaged reputation
so be aware of the lines that
· and keep Americans safe,
haven't been crossed.
authorities have revised
More people should be
able to recognize when
their procedures.
Obviously, one of the
security measures are actudownsides is questioning_
ally inconvenient and inappassengers after an incipropriate. Calling foul over
measures that are merely
dent.
_
The problem is that you
annoying cheapens it when
can't have it both ways. You there is legitimate concern.
can't complain that' security
The long lines of shoeless people and the quesis not strong enough and
tioning after a bomb scare
that you d~n't feel safe flying if you are not willing to
are essential in keeping
play your part.
Americans safe.
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Sure it may be safer to the
body than other things, but that
does not mean it should have
less harsh penalties. You cannot
smoke in dorms, correct? Then
do not allow marijuana in them
either, I would hate to have a
pot-smoking roommate.
Also, I have seen many peopie suffer from marijuana,
whether they are aware of it or
not. Some blow all their money
on it, others become unproductive and only want to sit around
and get high.
Sure, some people can bal•(

Take advantage of
·your student status
Yes, I am aware that
Many tirµes I find
by writing this I will
myself asking, "Just how
quite possibly end up a
much can I get away
figurative stray with
with in this situation?"
rabies.
Yes, I am actually conI am at this moment
sidering going into law;
knocking on wood.
imagine getting paid to .
I find it amazing just
try and get away with as
· much as possible by conhow much pdwer the
vincing people that
word "student" holds
and just how much a stuyou're right. I've been
.LACY PAPADEAS
dent can get away with
Columnist
doing that pro bono fo~
using the title that's nor- ·
years.
But really, it's a natural que$tion. mally thought of as bottom-rung.
It may in fact be the very first
It i,s astounding.
And I'm not just talking about
introspective questiorl we ask, and
I see nothing derogatory about it.
every fifth haircut free at the Aveda
Institute if you're a student.
We have just been given busiI'm talking about opening as
ness mentors in UCF's Progress
many doors, using it for the small
Energy Leadership Institute prowindow in your life that it can
gram.
You all just must run out and get legitimately be used.
yourselves one! They're indispen~
Once the diploma is handed to
you, all the unopened doors may
sable!
lock. and you could be left holding
They are men and women that
your diploma in one hand but
have been very successful in their
needing a crowbar in the other.
respective fields. It seems sophisticated, and it's so old school that it
A good start would be finding a
seems almost romantic.
mentor.
It also helps us get a better feel
Please do so.
for what we're actually getting ourI risked losing all possible partial
selves into.
·
credit on tests for the remainder of
Facing the real world without
the semester by sharing this little
discovery and publicly proclaiming
real guidance is something similar
to reading The Art ofWar and then how I try and get away with as
much as possible;
getting dropped out of a helicopter
Next time you're at a job fair with.an M-16 strapped to your
May 13 in the UCF Arena - take
back.
advantage of your innocent, inexBut let's face it, the chances of
perienced, student title.
them volunteering as a pure form
of goodwill are quite slim. SomeAsk a recruiter if they wouldn't
mind meeting you for a cup of cofone somewhere, most likely their
fee to give you some insight as to
boss, has told them that they are
mentoring a student.
what it's like working in your
planned career.
Acquiring a mentor is one thing
that most likely only a student can
Don't mention wanting to hear
do, unless mommy and daddy have about their company; the,y may not
a family friend who wants to do
even have any jo~s to offer at the
them a favor.
moment.
Once you've landed a job, you
With the market as it is, there's
could get a mentor within the com- the possibility that .t hey are only
pany, but not before.
there to save face for the company
They aren't going to benefit
- as they are surrounded by comfrom mentorj.ng a college graduate
petitors.
who can't manage to find work.
If kept simple, I bet they will
'
They're successful, and while .
have a very hard time saying no to·
successful people sometimes love
your request.
the underdog, they don't particularBut when they accept, just try to
ly like the stray with rabies.
contain your excitement.
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The future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor sholJld not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length.Submit them online ·
at www.Centra/Roridafuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558:
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Penalty for pot,
alcohol may be equal
I

ZACH GREATHOUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"I

ance it well and make the right
decisions, but so cart underage
kids do the same with alcohol.
Does that mean we should
lower the drinking age? No. It
doesn't. If you want to smoke, go
to the privacy of your own home
and do it, keep it away from the
school

hol is not; the punishment
should not be equal.

possessing/using Cannabis are
greater than' that of the possession/use
of alcohol (if above the
- ANONYMOUS
legal
drinking
age) and therefore
Actually, marijuana is not
these ratios sh9uld be mirrored
The housing contracts will
more dangerous then cigarettes.
not be effected by equalization. in the bylaws of the university.
38,000 people die a day from
Changing the punishments to
Marijuana is much safer than
cigarettes every year, there has
be equal to one another shows
alcohol, and the Student Conyet to be a single death from
students that it is okay to posduct sanctions should not be·
marijuana.
sess Cannabis. Outside of the
leading
people
to
drink
because
Do
your
research
before.
you
- ANONYMOUS
school environment such a
comment on things ... you don't they are afraid of.the harsher
repercussi9ns that are affiliated crime would send the suspect to
want to look ignorant. You
Marijuana is several times
prison.
with
marijuana through conshould
come
to
NORML
meetmore dangerous to your lungs
There is no reason that doing
duct.
at
9
in
the
Stuings,
Wednesdays
than cigarettes (which are bad
it on campus should soften the
Just because you don't want
dent Union room 218ab.
enough).
it, does not mean the majority of punishment, but rather it should
How is that "safe''? I always
-MD
the school doesn't want it!
me harshened to prevent it from
love the hypocrisy from marijua- MD interfering with the learning
na smokers ... how can you
l hope this does not pass.
environment.
Smoke your pot away from the
blame the university and its
The
legal
repercussions
of
"rules" on your failures to abide dorms. Marijuana is illegal, alco- JD

"

by the LAW?

- ANONYMOUS
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -Sp.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225

250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wantecj: Part-Tnne C
HelpWanted:Full-Tme C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease ·
A
For Sale: Homes
B -

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A

400 Services

B

500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship

A,
B

800 Miscellaneous

B
B

900 Wanted

B

First.issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

Rate B

Rate C

s9
S6

SJ3

SI9

$9

$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful av~rage return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando,multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours aday

7
su ldolku
5' 1 2
4
Fill in the ·grid so
that every row,
9
6
4
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
1 7
8 5 through 9 with no _
repeats.
3
4 Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
5 9
7 6
puzzle:
6
4
9 Thursday
Hard/eve/
5 7 1
6
3
7
2

Puzzles by Pappocom

@

_,

-

UCFA\IE ORLANOO,

Eam Exira MJney
Sumitsneeded/.lSAP. Earn~
il $150 per day berg a Mystay
Sh:Wlr./\b~
ReQ.ted. Cal Hl00-722-4791

CciJrial Pone lJ.oo..ry Jlpls
1 &2Bect'oo-nsFreeW/D,?JO!,
fi1ness ~ palios.
~ Ero, Ci: 407~1

BARTENDERS WANTED.
~ a day p:llenlia./\b
~ ~Trart-g
f'rcMJoo.Pge18+0K
"1(17-442-2656ex. 107

Tuscany Villas

-~~~=~~~--

of Winter P.ark

Room available in jhe Walierford
Lakes a-ee forfemales ail}(
$41!Mnonth (cable 111d imemet
included}- Big house & safe
neiglm.lrhood. Call 407 488
4457.

"A place you can call home"

3858 North Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

Last room avail for clem1, quiet
111d resp. senior a !JUiale
student in irrmaculale ~ home
Ilea' UCF. $400tno. + 11.3 ubl.
No pets please. Aval asap.
Call 407-700o098.
1 roan avai i1 2/1.5 ~
Femaleµef. $560tro. rd al
UlilbtJle. 15 rm to UCF. Avai
rr:m.Cusbl'ized lease avcm.
Cal 352-oo40023

1 roan avai kJr SllTlTI3r i1 3.2 ~
betm Walerbd lakes i1 Ta14,a
Bay. 5 rm to ucF.' $450lro Uli
m. Female RoorTmale µel Al/fi
NaN. ~ a t ~1.8905 ex
Ctvis at 239-272-7364.

Solution, tips anq computer program at www.sudoku.com

one female roorrmate needed to

CROSSWORD

stae a beaJlilu 3.2 m.ee i1

.

01fice: 407-877-5848
Fax: 321-972-4908

UCF Re::rea!xJ1 &Weh!Jss
CEnerHIRING F A I R ~
SesSK)nsl>pi 131114µn-f,j:nl,
:IB. HIRING Al PallTIONS:
l..ife_;µrds, R1ress, ru:m-

1 A dog may pull
on one during a
walk
6 _Hari
1O Engrave with acid
14 Navel type
15 Medical suffix
16 Rise sky:-high
17 Loose-hanging
tro users
19 Soaks (up)
20 Coiled hair style
2 1 Slanted type
style: Abbr.
' 22 Buddies
23 Most sickly •
25 1957 hit for
Buddy Holly and
the Crickets
28 Sha.ipshooter
30 Painting props
31 Tight as_
3 2 H ired thug
35 4:00 London
social
36 Coin collector?
40 Not prem., as

Rooms for rent in 6

a:mn.nity i:xx:,I. rnadyc¥d

servce, pest CXllltrol. 1 rm avai

Advern.re, Marl<~ , lnlrcm.lal
SpJr1s&Ment,a- ServK:es, RWC · .
Pak Casta Allie Fa-q..esoons
pease ~ 407-823-2400.
S'M'n lnslru:lrxs

VIiia lmpruenta

rr:111. Rooms avai 201Ql11 &i-ool
-yr tajrtgAug 1st Cal 407~6f:Rfd? ex 407-400-08'.X3

One bedroom/One Bath

tt}OO'regxxicnnev.akwith1he
BEST Shcr1<s & Mrrows S'M'n

780 sq ft .
Blow out special of

&rod. FTiPT $11--$141T. WITrah
(407) OOS-1992.

www.~

ACROSS

Cal Jiretklr detlils: (~ 2003831
beooom rare Many. Betrd
UCF. $560tro. rd ~
eatje, uliities, W/D, cishMs1er,

/>pi 1 4 t h ~ RWC Rm.
·jl,

Walabd l.a(es.

com

S700.00**

125

- ,:::, t!t~~~!2~amo~
\111 "

gas
43Chewy
Hershey's candy
44 "_ my case"
48 Beethoven
symphony
originally
dedicated to

PT Custaner Gael Birg Rep.
needed at f-bs1DiTe.CXJl11, one of
1he 1agest i7temet servce web .
tXJSfirg µUvi:lers i, Florda
$8,$1GtT
Emal h-@hosk:ine.com

Napoleon
5 1 Erode gradually,
as savings
53 Gershwin song
•
set in London,

with "A"

Two Bedroom/Two &
1/2 Bathrooms

128D·sq ft
Blow out special of

2brf2.5ba Cord) Fa- Rent
v.ctJfia Pnes.10 rm from UCF
$900tno.Pool,G}ffi,~ RtJ1,WAJ
Pets Web:Jme. 407-::m-1923 ex
slei15@ilrrci.com kJr rme illo.

81000.00**

BerutiflJ, ~ 2Qci.pex

(Normally Sl 300.00 -Sl 495.00J

950&1ftreN ~ 2 rriles
il UCF. Nm&rokrg, pets OK. ,
$1 cxntro+-Se: ci,p 407-359-5001-. • - . -

*Security deposit S350.00

•

a_

SUBLEASE

.

2 Made possible
3
4
5
6

Lean and bony
Enrolled
·
Attention-getter
Castle protector

? "Easy!"

·

8 Lancelot's was

"Sir"
9 Barnyard brayer

1O Some exam
answers
11 Handyman's
must-have
12 Word after time
or timed-release
13 Time measures:
Abbr.
18 Feel sorry for
22 Links org.
23 Snake River st
24 Big road rig

61 Cylindrical pasta
6 2 Carriage outings
26 Actress Rowlands
65 G rammy
co-winne r for the 27 That, in Tijuana
29
"Leggo my _ !"
rap song "Back
33 Popeye's Olive
on the Block''
34 Woodwind
·66 Theater award
quintet member
67"_ evil ..."
37 Alum
68 Super Bowl, e.g.
38 Eve ning,
69 Avoid flunking
commercially
70.Adroin. aides _ _
39 Crunchy cereal
DOWN
brand word
1 Ad-_ : improvise 40 Foul caller

1/1 i1 4/4 ~ at Boadwalk
Gats:J cxrrpex, !00, & liirlies
m.ded! Femaes any pease.
May 1 -r.i:JAl.gust.$400tra,1h.

l'i'.:de:727-421-8313 kJr rme illo

~ FORSALE:

ASHINGTON PARK SUB, 1 n:i1e
E of UCF off NT!m9r. Like reN,
waefrort'3/2f2. Saeened ~
$1400tro. 1rc1 1awn servce. /\b
Pets, A ~ !'.5. 407-865-9659

TOM"toose kJr Rent cbse il UCF.
2 bed 2 bath - terned in ya"d.,
2711Tally 1-b A\l:!Ue
Janes at 407-383-9122

lfm

56 Coast G uard
operation
57 Do bar duty
58 Wander
60 Like two peas in

By J ohn, Lcimpkin

~General

.
·v•

s "' I
A 1 "I
H
W I
3 II B

B
0 •s
0 NV
VII
V 0 "'
N S H
1,tl3 l l IV .L 0
V N I H
1 .no e . 3
s101s 1 I
s 1 l
S 3 11 1)1 NV
A 1 I ll V 1
M O IA IV. V
M J. \31 8
N

w"'

A
1
S
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1
3
s
3

.,e•
N
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'r/

4/1 2/10
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N n d
I N n •o 3 l 0
9 9 3 N 3 3 II 9
V • s N 0 II V V
V N I 1
N II 3
0 N S
3 3 1 •s 0 3 B
3 d. A V N X I
n 0 H H 9 n o 1,1
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N n 1,1 1 S 3 .L
3 a o
"' 1,1
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Last issue so lved
41 Art of a sexual
nature
42 Rah-rah

encourag8f1lent
45 Scrambles to
keep secret
46 Pupil
47Comsite
49 Set ablaze
50 Charisse of ·
"Singin' in the
Rain"

52 M ilitary force
54 Vacation isle
near
Venezuela ·
55 Bear and Berra
59 Ripens, as
cheese
61 Sharp tum

6Vazz sty1e
63 P retoria's nation:
Abbr.
64 "H·E:L-P f '

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

DISCOUNT GOWNS AN>

DRESSES

$425½ncifree utikremet
q.jet/safe I l3igt:oh:xxl 10 rm
from UCF-954 007 1223

www.AmeMarieBridal
For!M, Cock1al1, Brides,
Pagem1t, Brideemak;ls, Wedding

JeNl!J.ry

~earltk.net

SUMMER JOB.•
summer Jobs
*2400• Co-£11 Camp • Bght Weeks

Room and Board tnclllded .
Set Paid to Playl
The Rorida Dils Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male s11nmer
Coonselors
ages 18 and up. FEYC Is an overnight
camp located off of
Highway 450 in UmatlHa, R.

camp

The C8lql 1'11118 from June 14th-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at

800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-4287

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

REE NEWSi

ON YOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THECENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.NEVER SALES
•Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our officeby 5pm
•Off Friday and Saturday nights
•About 12-16 hours/wk
• $8&up

Do yo u want.to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Fut ure?

Call Donna
407-671'-7143

Reply A to set alert.

. ..__NOW HIRING----., ADVERTISING REP
. ·Strong work ethic and excellent
communication skills. F'.un and fast paced
environment.15 to 25 hrs per week.

How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

Hourly base plus commission.

I .se1ec:i: ·:-:: < .-.

.,

4 ·Retiir'Aind·..·

. \nessages'on"
1

•. begin)·ec~iving

your.cell'.· ·_,
pho~~ ..... . ..-·-:
'

·I

-

. news alerts '
'. about
,

~ l

• "'~

ucff·.

<; , ~.... ; j,~. , '

~.

.. "

(Uutral :floiiba :future
T1tt Student Newspaper at U(f sinct 1968

lii!il Receive FREE, real-time new s and alerts o n yo ur cell pho ne from the Central

•C::JI Florida Fut ure.Just text a keyword, like U CFN EW S, to 44636. For a list of

other info you can get o n your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now yo u can be in
the know while o n the go!

Th.e Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

*Carrier _text messaging rates apply
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

April 12, 2010 • (tntral :flotilla 1ututt

